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Introduction

1 Lexical acquisition is one of the core components of foreign language learning. The

different ways of theorizing and conceptualizing lexical items and their acquisition, as

well as the pedagogical recommendations that follow, contribute to an ongoing debate

(Bogaards  [1994];  Galisson  [1991];  Grossmann  [2011];  Nation  [2013];  Tréville  [2000];

Tréville & Duquette [1996]). Interactive, contextualized word learning is known to play

a critical role in language acquisition, especially during the earlier stages and when

contact  with  the  language  is  limited  (Hilton  [2019]).  While  L2  lexical  explanation

sequences have been analyzed in fine detail in pedagogical (Fasel Lauzon [2014]) and

other  face-to-face  settings  (De  Gaulmyn  [1991];  Gülich  [1991];  Lüdi  [1991];

Miecznikowski  [2005]),  few  studies  have  focused  on  lexical  acquisition  in  online

videoconferencing environments.  This  article  aims to describe some of  the ways in

which desktop videoconferencing can be used by teachers to explain L2 lexical items.

2 Desktop videoconferencing  is  an  increasingly  popular  tool  for  foreign  language

teaching and learning, and numerous studies have endeavored to better understand its

peculiarities  and  potential  as  a  tool  for  computer-assisted  language  learning.
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Videoconferencing  is  useful  for  many  things,  including  enriching  intercultural

competence  (O’Dowd  [2000],  [2005]),  facilitating  spontaneous  L2  production  while

lowering  anxiety  (Develotte,  Guichon  &  Kern  [2008]),  and  enhancing  international

mobility  programs  (O’Dowd  [2016]).  However,  the  pedagogical  and  technical  skills

necessary to teach effectively in this type of environment differ from those typically

mobilized  in  face-to-face  contexts  and  require  specialized  training  and  practice  to

acquire (Develotte & Mangenot [2007]; Guichon & Drissi [2008]). It is for these reasons

that videoconferencing as a tool for teaching L2 oral skills has engendered such intense

interest among researchers (Guichon & Tellier [2017]).

3 Desktop videoconferencing environments are semiotically rich in that they offer their

users many affordances (Blin [2016]).  In this article we take interest in the ways in

which French language tutors use the audio, visual and textual affordances at their

disposal to focus on different aspects of word knowledge and to involve their learners

in the lexical explanation sequences. First,  we will  offer a brief overview of foreign

language  word  learning  and  of  multimodal  interaction.  Then,  we  will  present  our

corpus and methodology. Finally, we will present our results with descriptive statistics

and examples.

 

1. Theoretical framework: Multimodal lexical
explanations

1.1. Teaching and learning lexical items in a foreign language

4 According to conservative estimates, adult speakers know upwards of twenty thousand

word  families1 in  their  native  language  (Nation  [2013]).  Many  of  these  words  are

learned incidentally,  meaning that  word learning was not  the main purpose of  the

activity  (Hulstijn  et  al. [1996];  Grossmann [2011]).  Although this  type  of  learning is

advantageous  (words  learned  in  this  manner  are  necessarily  contextualized),  this

method is only feasible for advanced learners who already know lots of words (Folse

[2004]). Explicit teaching and deliberate learning of the most frequently encountered

words are therefore necessary during the earlier stages of language acquisition and

remain so until the learner develops a rich enough vocabulary for incidental learning

to take place.

5 Due to the complexity of lexical morphology, there are many ways of defining a word

or lexical item (Mortureux [2008]). For example, a lexical unit (Bogaards [1994]) can be

defined as the combination of a determined form and a stable meaning. However, this

term  only  covers  one  definition  of  a  word  at  a  time,  such  that  each  of  the  many

definitions of highly polysemous words such as put, run, and set would be counted as

discreet lexical units. According to the polysemous approach that we adopt, knowing a

word means knowing its different definitions and being able to select the appropriate

one depending on the context. We therefore favor the term “lexical item” to designate

words  such  as  coffee,  collocations  such  as  coffee  break,  and  idiomatic  expressions

composed of indivisible chunks of words such as look a gift horse in the mouth.

6 Opinions differ on what it means to know a lexical item. Some consider that knowing a

lexical item means knowing two sides of a coin: the form (signifier) on one side and the

meaning (signified)  on  the  other  (Van  der  Linden  [2006]).  Others  envision  word

knowledge as a scale ranging from weak to strong (Waring [2002]) or from receptive to
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productive (Tréville & Duquette [1996]). We adopt the classification proposed by Nation

[2013] whereby word knowledge covers three main aspects: form, meaning and use. A

word’s form includes its spoken, written and word parts. A word’s meaning includes its

form-meaning connection, its concepts and referents, and its associations. Finally, a

word’s use includes its grammatical functions, collocations, and constraints on use such

as register and frequency. Nation divides each of these subcategories into productive

and receptive knowledge. We will adopt this classification to study the ways in which

these different aspects of lexical items are explained by French tutors.

7 In addition to word knowledge, we will focus on the ways in which the tutors ensure

the  learners’  active  involvement  in  the  explanation  sequences.  Fasel  Lauzon [2014]

notes that explanation sequences with the highest potential for problem solving and

word learning are those in which the learners are encouraged to actively participate in

the  explanation  sequence,  and  to  reuse  the  lexical  item  that  is  being  explained.

Learners’ active involvement is important because it favors deeper mental processing

than simply recognizing a word as the correct response out of a list (Stahl & Vancil

[1986]), leading to increased memorization. Learners’ cognitive engagement in lexical

explanation sequences  was  modelized by  Laufer  & Hulstijn’s  [2001]  involvement  load

hypothesis, and elaborated on by Nation & Webb [2011]. According to this hypothesis,

cognitive engagement is measured in terms of need, research and evaluation of lexical

items.  Socio-affective  engagement must  also  be  maintained (Celik  [2008];  Mangenot

[2011]),  because  it  is  a  prerequisite  of  cognitive  engagement  (Jézégou  [2010]).

Therefore, in addition to analyzing the ways in which tutors focus on each of the three

aspects of knowing a word, we will examine the ways in which they encourage learners’

active involvement in the explanation sequences.

 

1.2. Explanation sequences and negotiation of meaning

8 One way of analyzing lexical explanation sequences is to consider them as negotiation

sequences.  It  has  been known for  the past  forty years  that  negotiation of  meaning

favors language acquisition, because it allows for the noticing of linguistic gaps, focus

on  form,  focus  on  meaning,  modified  input,  increased  comprehension,  and  active

participation (Ellis, Tanaka & Yamazaki [1994]; Hatch [1978]; Long [1981], [1983]; Pica

[1994]).  Negotiation  sequences  take  place  when the  normal  flow of  conversation  is

halted or pushed down in order to address some language-related issue. These usually

arise  from a trigger,  a  linguistic  element that  is  not  understood by an interlocutor.

Videoconferencing  environments  are  particularly  fertile  grounds  for  negotiation

sequences,  sometimes  even  more  so  than  synchronous  or  asynchronous  text  chat

settings (Sarré [2011]). It is therefore interesting to study what multimodal resources

online  tutors  use  during  negotiation  sequences  that  are  triggered  by  non-

understanding (Holt, Tellier & Guichon [2015]). As it turns out, research has repeatedly

shown  that  lexical  items  are  the  most  common  type  of  trigger  for  negotiation

sequences,  both  in  face-to-face  (Fasel  Lauzon  [2014])  and  in  online  interactions

(Nicolaev [2010]; Renner [2017]).

9 When  lexical  explanation  sequences  are  analyzed  as  negotiation  sequences,  it  is

common  to  analyze  their  unfolding  into  separate  phases  by  defining  the  trigger,

indicator, response, and reaction to the response (Varonis & Gass [1985]). This is the

approach adopted by De Gaulmyn [1991], Gülich [1990] and Lüdi [1991] who proposed a
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three-step  model2 for  describing  lexical  explanation  sequences,  consisting  of  an

opening  phase,  a  core  explanation  phase,  and  a  closing  phase.  This  model  was

reimplemented by Fasel Lauzon [2008], [2014] to describe lexical explanation sequences

that took place in a classroom setting, and by Wigham [2017] to analyze them in a

videoconferencing environment.

10 Rather than breaking down the lexical explanation sequences into phases according to

the model above and analyzing each one (as well as the transitions between them), we

are interested in the ways in which tutors mobilize the multimodal resources at their

disposal to focus on the different aspects of knowing a word. In addition, as mentioned

above,  we  are  interested  in  the  ways  in  which  tutors  encourage  learners’  active

involvement  in  the  explanation  sequences.  In  the  next  section,  we  will  review the

different multimodal resources that are available to tutors for carrying out various

pedagogical interventions including lexical explanation.

 

1.3. The multimodality of videoconferencing interaction

11 The  multimodal  approach  that  we  adopt  for  this  study  is  inspired  by  mediated

discourse analysis in which the unit of analysis is the action that is accomplished by

means of images, gestures, sounds, and other modes (Jones [2014]). For our purposes,

the  action is  focusing  on  a  particular  aspect  of  knowing  a  word,  or  involving  the

students in an explanation sequence.  We are interested in the multimodality behind

these actions, which has been defined by Kress & Van Leeuwen [2001: 20] as:

the use of several semiotic modes in the design of a semiotic product or event,
together with the particular way in which these modes are combined – they may for
instance reinforce each other (‘say the same thing in different ways’), fulfill
complementary roles […], or be hierarchically ordered […].

12 Kress [2014: 60] defines a mode as:

a socially shaped and culturally given resource for making meaning. Image, writing,
layout, music, gesture, speech, moving image, soundtrack are examples of modes used in
representation and communication.

13 The words hierarchically ordered are of utmost importance, because from a multimodal

perspective, spoken language is part of a multimodal ensemble and is not automatically

the most important mode at all times (Jewitt [2014]). Each mode plays a different role

and  has  a  different  level  of  importance  depending  on  the  action  that  is  being

completed. For example, during a face-to-face conversation, the verbal mode could be

the most important during the first half of a sentence when a speaker says Today I saw a

raccoon… only to forfeit its status as most important mode to gestures when the speaker

adds who was going like this… while gesturing a digging motion with their hands. Gesture

and speech  have  no  doubt  coexisted  since  the  beginnings  of  spoken  language,  but

thinking of gesture as a discreet mode that is complementary to speech is a relatively

recent development (Kendon [2004]; McNeill [1992]).

14 Although it can be argued that every interaction is multimodal in the sense that voice,

gestures  and  facial  expressions  contribute  to  the  meaning  of  a  message  (Goldin-

Meadow [2003]; Norris [2004]), the multimodal nature of human interaction becomes

conspicuous and unavoidable when it is mediated by a multi-channel (Lancien [1998])

tool such as videoconferencing. Most videoconferencing platforms allow the use of a

microphone, a webcam, and a keyboard. In addition, many platforms – including the

one used in our study – allow users to send multimedia files and documents. Learning
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to  juggle  between  the  different  modes  that  online  platforms  offer  is  part  of  what

Cappellini & Combe [2017] call techno-semio-pedagogical competence. Different modes will

be  used  depending  on  the  immediate  communicative  context  and  the  pedagogical

regulation (Guichon & Drissi [2008]) being carried out, and the concurrent use of the

available  tools  and  affordances  requires  the  user  to  focus  on  many  things

simultaneously (Develotte & Drissi [2013]). Following in the footsteps of Bange [1992]

who mentions bifocalization – on the activity and on the language – here we are dealing

with  trifocalization  (Holt  [2020]) –  on  the  activity,  on  the  language,  and  on  the

manipulation of the videoconferencing tools.

15 Synchronous text chat, which was used alone for L2 tutoring before videoconferencing

became  widely  available,  is  beneficial to  negotiation  of  meaning  (Smith  [2003]).  In

videoconferencing environments, it allows tutors to give feedback to learners without

interrupting  them  (Dejean-Thircuir,  Guichon  &  Nicolaev  [2010];  Guichon  &  Drissi

[2008]),  and  the  chat  history  is  permanent,  unlike  ephemeral  spoken  language

(Develotte et al. [2008]). When used in conjunction with speech, the keyboard can be

used to focus on the written form of a word, thereby increasing the modes by which the

learner is  exposed to  it  (Mayer [2001]) and facilitating subsequent recall  (Nation &

Webb  [2011]).  The  keyboard  can  also  be  used  as  a  backup  mode  during  technical

breakdowns (Azaoui [2017]) or to solicit responses from learners.

16 The  microphone  allows  participants  to  use  verbal  and  vocal  strategies  to  focus  on

different aspects of lexical items and to encourage active involvement in explanation

sequences. For example, teachers can use pauses, emphasis, intonation, and logonymes

such as term (Rey-Debove [1997]) to isolate and highlight lexical items. Other linguistic

strategies  for  highlighting  words  include  dislocation  (Horlacher  [2015]) and

lemmatization (Mortureux [2008]). Words can also be introduced by formulations such

as we say (Cicurel [2011: 70]), just as definitions can be introduced by it’s when (Fasel

Lauzon [2014: 144]).  Definitions can of  course be given orally,  either  in L1 or  in L2

(Nation [2013]), formally or informally (Flowerdew [1992]).

17 The webcam has many uses. Not only can it increase the perception of online presence

(Guichon & Cohen [2014]), but it can also increase language comprehension thanks to

visible gestures (Sueyoshi & Hardison [2005]).  Although most gestures are produced

outside the webcam’s field of view (Guichon & Wigham [2016]), webcam users seem to

produce  more  gestures  when  they  know  that  an  interlocutor  can  see  them  (Mol,

Krahmer, Maes & Swerts [2011]). During lexical explanation sequences, tutors can use

the webcam to mark a word by using facial expressions such as raised eyebrows, and

they can use exaggerated mouth movements to explain the proper pronunciation of a

word  (Holt  [2020]).  Teaching  gestures  (Tellier  [2008];  Tellier  &  Cadet  [2014]) are

especially useful for explaining words in a foreign language, and there tends to be an

inverse relationship between the size, duration and iconicity of a gesture and the

learner’s  perceived  level  of  proficiency  (Lazaraton  [2004];  Tellier  &  Stam  [2012]).

Previous studies on videoconferencing have shown that iconic and metaphoric gestures

are often used in addition to verbal explanations to focus on the referential meanings

of words (Holt [2020]; Holt et al. [2015]; Wigham [2017]).

18 In  this  article,  we  will  analyze  the  ways  in  which  tutors  use  the  four  main

videoconferencing  resources  at  their  disposal  –  the  microphone,  the  webcam,  the

keyboard, and the sending of documents and Internet links – in order to focus on the

three main aspects of knowing a word: form, meaning and usage. In addition, we will
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look  at  the  ways  in  which  tutors  use  these  resources  to  ensure  active  learner

involvement in the explanation sequences.

 

2. Methodology

19 Our data are from the ISMAEL corpus (Guichon & Tellier [2017]) which connected 12

French  tutors  with  18  learners  during  the  fall  semester  of  2013.  Each  tutor  was

connected with one or two learners, and these two- or three-person groups remained

mostly constant throughout the semester. The tutors were enrolled in a professional

master’s  program at the University of  Lyon and had to collaboratively prepare and

execute six weeks of online interactions.  The learners were undergraduate business

students enrolled at Dublin City University who needed to work on their B1-level of

French  in  order  to  complete  an  internship  the  following  year  in  France.  The  six

interactions,  each  lasting  30-40  minutes  on  the  videoconferencing  platform  Visu 

(Guichon, Bétrancourt & Prié [2012]), were composed of several pedagogical activities

based  on  business-related  themes  such  as  work  culture,  event  planning,  startup

pitches, and job interviews. The main objective of the online courses was to improve

oral skills, and vocabulary learning was not the main focus of the semester. The lexical

explanation sequences therefore emerged organically from the interactions, except for

a handful of sequences based on keywords that were so central to the activity that they

were included in the lesson plans.

20 All of the participants were asked to sign consent forms in order to be included in the

study. Those who declined to consent, as well as their partners, were excluded from the

corpus. The final corpus therefore includes seven tutors and twelve learners. Fifteen

and  a  half  hours  of  interaction  were  recorded  and  transcribed  using  the  ELAN

multimodal annotation software (Wittenburg, Brugman, Russel, Klassmann & Sloetjes

[2006]) and the ICOR transcription convention (Groupe ICOR [2007]).

21 Following  transcription,  we  searched  the  corpus  for  lexical  explanation  sequences

which  we  defined  as  sequences  in  which  one  or  several  aspects  (Nation  [2013])  of

knowing  a  word  were  brought  up,  questioned,  discussed,  or  explained  by  the

participants.  A  lexical  explanation  sequence  can  result  from  a  difficulty  in

comprehension,  where  a  lexical  item  is  not  understood  by  the  learner,  or  from  a

difficulty in production, where the learner cannot find the correct word (Grossmann

[2011])3.  After  viewing  our  entire  corpus  several  times,  we  identified  295  lexical

explanation sequences that we divided into phases for preliminary analysis. Then, we

annotated the multimodal resources used by the tutors to focus on the three aspects of

knowing a word (form, meaning and use) and to involve the learners in the explanation

sequences.

22 This  article  follows  three  other  studies  that  have  been  carried  out  on  lexical

explanation  sequences  from  the  ISMAEL  corpus.  Holt  & Tellier  [2017]  studied  four

tutors during the same session who, while following the same lesson plan, all explained

the  word  bobo4.  The  multimodal  analyses  highlighted  differences  regarding  the

unfolding of the explanation sequences into phases, the different aspects of the word

that were selected for explanation, and the timeliness and pedagogical effectiveness of

each explanation. Wigham [2017] focused on fourteen lexical explanation sequences

that  arose  from six  sessions  (three  tutor-learner  groups  over  two  weeks),  and  her

analyses shed light on the different multimodal behaviors that characterize each of the
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three phases. Finally, Holt [2020] analyzed all 295 lexical explanation sequences from

the  ISMAEL  corpus,  while  focusing  exclusively  on  hand  gestures  and  their  various

pedagogical functions. The results in the next section will also focus on all 295 lexical

explanation  sequences  from  the  corpus,  but  will  consider  all of  the  multimodal

resources (text chat, microphone, webcam, and document sharing) and not just hand

gestures.  Similar to the previous study and unlike the first  two cited,  we are more

interested in resource use than in sequence structure.

 

3. Results

23 In this section, we will measure the use of each of the four main resources that Visu

makes available to tutors: the microphone, the text chat, the webcam, and the sending

of documents and links to online resources. We will measure them with respect to how

they are used to focus on form5, to focus on meaning, to focus on use, and to ensure

active learner involvement.

 

3.1. Focus on form

24 Our  analyses  reveal  that  tutors  focused  on  the  form  of  lexical  items  to  correct

pronunciation and spelling, to enrich learners’ productive vocabularies, to distinguish

between  phonologically  similar  words,  and  to  increase  the  perception  of  words

provided by tutors following a difficulty in production, thereby connecting the form of

a lexical item to its meaning. Figure 1 lists the number of explanation sequences in

which each strategy was used, out of 295. It should be noted that a sequence can exhibit

more than one strategy.

 
Figure 1. Resources used to focus on the form of a lexical item

Channel Method of focus on form Number of sequences

Microphone

Logonyms 152

Dislocations 57

Vocal emphasis 27

Keyboard Written repetition 98

Webcam

Facial expressions and head movements 47

Looking directly into the camera 5

Hand gestures 12

25 Tutors most often focused on the forms of lexical items by verbal means, using the

microphone. Logonyms (Marra & Pallotti [2006]) such as speak, word, say, French, called,

etc. were used by the tutors in just over half of the explanation sequences. Dislocations6

were also used in one in ten sequences. Finally, vocal emphasis (prosodic markers such
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as rising intonation, falling intonation, or increased volume) was used in one in nine

sequences to introduce a lexical item.

26 The text chat was used in one in three explanation sequences to repeat and reinforce

the  forms  of  lexical  items  that  were  provided  orally.  What  might  be  considered

redundant – and therefore useless,  or even harmful for memorization among native

speakers (Sweller [2005]) – is not so for a learner who must memorize both the written

and spoken forms of a new L2 word (Nation [2013]). These intermodal repetitions allow

learners to gain access to both at the same time. The tutors’ use of the text chat was

often  accompanied  by  meta-semiotic  comments  made  orally  (cf.  Example 7),  for

example I’m writing it in the chat window, which reinforced the salience of the written

form.  The  text  chat  was  found  to  be  particularly  useful  for  resolving  partial

incomprehension of transparent words such as equivalent.

27 Visual resources were used by tutors to focus on lexical items’ forms in one out of six

explanation sequences. In eight sequences, exaggerated mouth movements to clarify

the pronunciation of words were observed. Visible hand gestures, such as air quotes to

highlight a word or gestures for marking different syllables of a word, were observed in

12  explanation  sequences.  In  the  following  example,  Adèle  uses  three  multimodal

resources  at  her  disposal  to  draw  attention  to  a  lexical  item  whose  difficulty  she

anticipates,  and  to  gauge  the  necessity  of  an  explanation.  In  the  middle  of  an

explanation sequence of the word infusions, she anticipates the incomprehension of the

word thym (thyme) and halts the sequence to focus on its form.7

 
Example 1. Anticipated incomprehension of the word “thym”

28 By repeating the word thyme three times orally and by using an intermodal repetition

via  the  text  chat,  Adèle  directs  the  two learners’  attention  towards  this  particular

lexical  item.  Her  facial  expression  shows  that  she  anticipates  a  comprehension

difficulty caused by this lexical item, and uses three modes (voice, text chat and facial

expressions) in a complementary manner in order to verify the comprehension. She

fills the 1.2-second pause (second screenshot) with a new facial expression, this time

accompanied by a head tilt, to communicate to the learners that she is checking their

comprehension of the lexical item. This multimodal comprehension check is effective

because  the  learners  respond  by producing  the  word  in  English  (lines  2-3),  thus

affirming their comprehension.
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3.2. Focus on meaning

29 There  are  many ways  of  focusing  on a  lexical  item’s  meaning,  such as  performing

demonstrative acts, showing objects or images, giving definitions in the learner’s L1 or

in the target language, or providing contextual information (Nation [2013]). Tutors can

also use gestures (Holt [2020]) or send images (Wigham [2017]) to explain words. The

table below lists the number of lexical explanation sequences in which each multimodal

resource was used to focus on a lexical item’s meaning.

 
Figure 2. Resources used to focus on lexical items’ meanings

Channel Method of focus on meaning Number of sequences

Microphone

Oral translations 24

Definitions, synonyms, examples, and reformulations 144

Keyboard Written translations 7

Webcam Hand gestures, facial expressions and head movements 48

Images Sending images 7

30 Our annotations reveal that verbal explanations, provided via the microphone, were

the most common. Translations, both oral and written, were used by tutors in roughly

one out of ten explanation sequences. Tutors provided oral definitions in nearly one

out of two sequences, and visual resources were used in one out of six sequences to give

ostensive explanations through the use of gestures, facial expressions and images.

31 The following sequence emerged from a discussion about the attitudes, behaviors and

rights of workers in France and in Ireland. This example showcases many strategies

that the tutors employed to focus on the meanings of lexical items. Victor, the tutor,

asks Liam if Irish workers go on strike in the same way that French workers do. Liam’s

incomprehension of the word grève triggers an explanation sequence.
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Example 2. A lexicographical definition accompanied by gestures

32 When the word grève is identified as the trigger (Varonis & Gass [1985]), Victor gives a

lexicographical  explanation  accompanied  by  iconic  gestures  to  illustrate  the  act  of

chanting slogans. What he says at line 9 reveals his pedagogical belief that a translation

would  be  the  best  way  of  resolving  incomprehension.  Indeed,  tutors  resorted  to

translations in over 10% of the lexical explanation sequences that we analyzed. After

his explanation, Victor checks his learner’s understanding and accepts the latter’s tepid

response without any real verification. As Cicurel [2011] points out,  it  is incumbent

upon the learner to provide proof that he or she has internalized the new information.

Later on, during this same conversation, Liam asks for another explanation of the word

grève,  indicating  that  the  initial  explanation  was  ineffective.  Victor  gives  a  second

verbal explanation8 with an example and hand gestures, but it is not until the very end,

when Victor finally remembers the English translation, that the incomprehension is

resolved. This is a case in which a definition and an example, each one accompanied by

gestures, are clearly less effective in quickly resolving incomprehension than a simple

translation. It seems as though the videoconferencing environment does not change

the fact that translations are the simplest (Nation [2013]) and most effective (Laufer &

Shmueli  [1997]) method of resolving incomprehension and learning new words in a

foreign language.

33 Sending images is  another visual  resource that tutors can use to help focus on the

meanings of lexical items. This resource was used seven times throughout our entire

corpus, which represents only 2.4% of all of the lexical explanation sequences observed.

In the following example, the participants are brainstorming a menu for a local food

truck in Lyon when Samia, the tutor, sends an image of a quenelle, a dish for which the

city is well known.
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Example 3. High modal density and weak multimodal flexibility while sending an image

34 Samia uses the text chat to send two lexical items: tarte aux pralines (praline tart) and 

quenelle, but only checks the comprehension of the latter, perhaps because of the image

that she had prepared to send. The tutor appears to be satisfied with this resource and

unprepared to offer a verbal explanation of the meaning of the word quenelle, because

she says well anyway it looks like what’s in the photo (line 7). This meta-semiotic comment

is accompanied by a pointing gesture that is barely visible on the screen. Here, the

image-sharing channel attains a high modal density (Norris [2004]) because the sending

of the image is followed by 18 seconds of silence and receives verbal commentary.

35 The modal density of the image-sharing channel is so high in this sequence that the

explanation would be all but impossible without it, as the tutor seems unable to switch

between modes. Building off of Cicurel’s [2005] notion of communicative flexibility and

Develotte et al.’s [2008] pedagogical flexibility, we propose the term multimodal flexibility

to refer to the ability of online tutors to use and switch between different modes to

complete a pedagogical  action such as explaining a lexical  item. This  skill  is  useful

during  unplanned  technical  breakdowns  (Azaoui  [2017])  when  a  channel  becomes

unavailable, or during certain pedagogical situations when a given mode is ineffective

due  to  lack  of  comprehension.  In  Example 3  above,  the  multimodal  flexibility  is

relatively low because the tutor is unable to complement the sending of the photo with

an explanation in another mode. Analysis of other lexical explanation sequences in the

ISMAEL corpus has revealed that multimodal flexibility is not always low when sending

images (see Wigham [2017: 101]).

36 Aside from sending images or using the webcam, it is also possible to give ostensive

explanations by using the microphone. When the hardware and software are working

properly, each sound made by the mouth is detected and amplified. This can be used
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for  pedagogical  purposes,  such  as  in  the  following  example,  where  Samia  uses  the

microphone to give a nonverbal explanation of the word relaxation.

 
Example 4. A sonorous ostensive explanation

37 When  Samia  explains  the  act  of  relaxing,  she  blows  into  her  microphone,  which

captures and amplifies the sound of the moving air.  This sound is louder and more

perceptible than it would have been in an open classroom with no microphone. This

particular setup, with a webcam and a microphone headset, is well suited to this type of

sonorous nonverbal explanation.

 

3.3. Focus on use

38 The  tutors  in  our  study  focused  on  use  in  only  43  of  the  295  lexical  explanation

sequences,  which  comes  out  to  slightly  less  than  one  in  six.  The  table  below

summarizes the number of sequences in which each channel was used to focus on use.

The total number is higher than 43 because in many sequences, multiple channels were

used.

 
Figure 3. Strategies and channels used to focus on use

Channel Method of focus on use Number of sequences

Microphone

Grammar 13

Collocations 16

Connotation and cultural charge 7

Register and frequency 12

Keyboard

Grammar 3

Collocations 6
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Register 1

Webcam

Grammar 1

Collocations 2

Connotation 1

Frequency 1

39 Most of the focus on use was carried out using the microphone, which was used to give

collocations,  correct  grammar,  and provide  information concerning a  lexical  item’s

register, frequency and cultural charge (Galisson [1991]). As mentioned earlier, some

culturally charged words were part of the lesson plan and were therefore explained by

the  majority  of  the  tutors.  Holt  &  Tellier  [2017: 78]  showed  that  connotation  was

mentioned orally, as bobo is a word that has become a bit derogatory in France according

to one tutor. Frequency can also be conveyed through the webcam, such as with an

upward hand gesture to signal that a word is very useful in France because people use it a

lot (Holt [2020: 20]).

40 The following excerpt exemplifies the use of the microphone, accompanied by a hand

gesture,  to  focus  on the  grammatical  restrictions  of  a  word’s  use.  This  part  of  the

explanation sequence arrived after the student incorrectly used a lexical item that the

tutor had just provided.

 
Example 5. Focusing on a word’s usage

 

3.4. Actively involving the learner

41 We  observed  cognitive  (Nation  &  Webb  [2011])  or  socio-affective  (Jézégou  [2010])

involvement  in  more  than  half  of  the  295  lexical  explanation  sequences  that  we

observed. The table below counts the different strategies put in place by the tutors to

ensure  such  involvement.  Spatial  constraints  prevent  us  from  listing  the  different

modes  that  were  used  for  each  of  these  strategies,  but  the  complete  statistics  are

available in Holt [2018].

 
Figure 4. Strategies used by the tutors to involve the learners

Engagement strategy Number of sequences

Checking the comprehension of a lexical item 91
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Asking the student to translate a lexical item into his/her native language 7

Triggering productive recall 4

Bringing a problematic element to the learner’s attention 22

Asking the learner to provide a lexical explanation to the tutor 28

Asking the learner to evaluate the definition a word 7

Asking the learner to evaluate the appropriateness of a proposed word 55

Asking the learner to repeat the correct form of a word 15

Asking the learner to provide a lexical explanation to his or her partner 8

Making the learner carry out an interlinguistic reflection 1

Asking the learner to carry out an intercultural reflection 6

Personalizing a definition 8

42 Productive  and  receptive  recall  are  known  to  facilitate  acquisition  of  lexical  items

(Nation [2013]).  Receptive recall  takes place when the tutor provides the form of  a

lexical item and the learner must search for the meaning, and productive recall takes

place  when  the  meaning  is  provided  without  the  form.  In  our  corpus,  triggering

receptive recall was one of the most widely used strategies of cognitively involving the

learners.  Most  often,  it  was  initiated  orally  by  the  tutor and  was  accompanied  by

moving  closer  to  the  screen,  raising  eyebrows,  or  making  a  facial  expression  of

uncertainty or a thinking face (Goodwin & Goodwin [1986]). Less often, the text chat was

used to provide the learner with a visual representation of the written form in order to

facilitate search for meaning. On two occasions, three channels were used together to

trigger receptive recall (cf. Example 1).

43 In the following example, Victor triggers productive recall of the lexical item chaise

musicale.
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Example 6. Triggering productive recall

44 Victor co-constructs this lexical explanation sequence with Liam and involves him in

several different ways. By providing a definition of musical chairs and asking, with a

thinking face, if Liam knows what it is (line 1), Victor provokes productive recall. Victor

allows Liam to reveal the state of his understanding and nods to let him know that he’s

actively listening (lines 4 and 5). Liam says that he knows of the game, but is unable to

recall its name. Victor then provides its oral and written forms (line 5). When Victor

laughs along with Liam, we are witnessing socio-affective alignment because the emotions

are shared. To finish the sequence, Victor asks Liam what the English translation is,

thus putting him in the position of expert (Cappellini & Rivens Mompean [2015]). This

constitutes a temporary rearrangement of the pedagogical contract (Brousseau [1980])

and is another way of involving the learner.

45 Tutors can also directly involve learners by asking them to provide explanations. These

learner  explanations  can  be  addressed  to  the  tutor,  in  the  case  of  comprehension

checks where the learner provides more than a yes/no answer, or to a peer, when there

is an imbalance of lexical knowledge among the learners. Indeed, the lexical knowledge

of  a group  is  always  greater  than  the  lexical  knowledge  of  an  individual  (Newton

[2001]). When a word search is necessary, a tutor can involve a learner who had up to

that point been a spectator, and ask for their help in finding the right word. This is

what Melissa does in the following example when Ana searches for the word collègue

but is unable to produce it.
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Example 7. Recruiting a learner for productive recall

46 Melissa  uses  her  voice,  gestures  and  head  to  involve  Alejandra,  who  had  been  a

spectator watching on the sidelines before the beginning of this sequence. Ana searches

for the word colleague but is unable to recall the correct form. She says comrade of work,

which is a good example of what Lüdi [1994] calls bricolage lexical, and of what Dörnyei

& Scott [1997] call word coinage. Melissa smiles as Ana tries to express herself, possibly

indicating that she is aware of the pedagogical opportunity at hand. Then, Melissa cites

Ana while gesturing quotation marks to represent the reported speech. By citing Ana,

Melissa places value on her effort, which is one way of upholding the socio-affective

dimension of the exchange (Celik [2008]). Melissa provides a definition of a colleague

and leans towards the webcam in order to trigger productive recall (lines 2-4). When no

response is given during the six-second pause, Melissa provides the oral (line 5) and

written (line 7) forms of the correct word. Finally, she briefly touches on the lexical

item’s use by mentioning its grammatical functioning (line 9). Melissa orchestrates the

interaction and plays the role of referee in order to make the learners collaborate with

each other, even though it is she who ultimately provides the word.

 

4. Discussion and conclusion

47 This  article  has  presented  an  overview  of  some  of  the  ways  in  which  different

multimodal  resources  are  used  by  online  tutors  to  focus  on  the  main  aspects  of

knowing a lexical item – form, meaning, and use – and to involve the learners in the

explanation sequences.

48 Our  analysis  showed  that  the  microphone  was  the  most  widely  used  resource  for

focusing on the forms of lexical items. In addition to using linguistic strategies, tutors

on many occasions multiplied and diversified their use of resources. The text chat was
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used in a third of all lexical explanation sequences to provide written forms, and these

intermodal repetitions were often accompanied by meta-semiotic comments to channel

the  learners’  attention.  Although  redundancy  can  hinder  information  uptake  and

memorization  in  some  learning  contexts  (Sweller  [2005]),  we  consider  intermodal

repetitions to be beneficial here because of the learners’ status as non-experts of the

language,  and  because  of  the  complexity  of  knowing  a  word.  Gestures  and  facial

expressions were also used in one fifth of the sequences to highlight spoken forms,

which indicates that the webcam might play a role in guiding learners’ attention.

49 The microphone was also the most widely used resource for focusing on the meaning of

lexical  items.  All  participants –  tutors  and  learners  alike –  resorted  to  translations,

which can be the fastest and most effective way of resolving incomprehension, as seen

in  Example 2.  L2  definitions  were  also  widely  used,  and  our  qualitative  analysis

corroborates Chaudron’s [1982] finding that short and concise definitions lead to faster

comprehension than complex and drawn-out ones. The text chat was not often used to

focus on the meaning of lexical items, and this could be due to the fact that focusing on

meaning requires more words than simply providing its written form, and since most

tutors speak faster than they can type, the microphone was most likely favored for its

rapidity and fluidity.  The predominance of oral explanations is  even less surprising

considering the fact that the main purpose of the interactions was to improve L2 oral

skills. In one sixth of the sequences, oral explanations were accompanied by gestures,

even though a greater number of them were not visible because they were produced

outside the webcam’s field of view (Guichon & Wigham [2016]). Images were used less

often, and were not always able to completely replace a verbal definition, as shown in

Example 3. Online tutors should exercise caution and have a backup plan when using

images during activities or lexical explanations. We proposed the concept of multimodal

flexibility following Cicurel [2005] and Develotte et al. [2008] to designate the ability to

use  different  modes  to  complete  a  given pedagogical  task,  and to  change modes  if

necessary. Finally, nonverbal, ostensive explanations can also be produced using the

microphone, as shown in Example 4.

50 Our analysis revealed that tutors did not focus much on the use aspect of lexical items,

except for culturally charged words (Galisson [1991]) such as bobo (see Holt & Tellier

[2017]).  In  fact,  fewer  than  one  in  six  lexical  explanation  sequences  included  any

mention of this aspect at all. It could be that at this stage of language learning, tutors

consider use to be less important than the other aspects of knowing a word.

51 Finally,  we  found  that  tutors  made  considerable  efforts  while  using  a  variety  of

resources to involve their learners in the explanation sequences. This involvement can

start as soon as a tutor asks a learner if there are any unknown words, or when a tutor

opens a side sequence (Jefferson [1972]) in which a lexical difficulty can be resolved

interactively and collaboratively. These collaborative spaces can be opened by moving

closer to the webcam in order to manifest engagement, using meta-semiotic comments

or  gestures,  looking  straight  into  the  webcam,  smiling,  or  using  a  combination  of

resources  to  ask  a  learner  to  explain  something.  We proposed  the  notion  of  socio-

affective alignment to designate moments of shared emotions between tutor and learner.

These socio-affective alignments can reduce the discomfort caused by correcting or

being corrected, as well as reduce the anxiety inherent in this type of interaction where

the interlocutors’ contexts are only partially mutually accessible (Guichon [2017]). We
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therefore suggest that the involvement load hypothesis (Laufer & Hulstijn [2001]) be

expanded to include this socio-affective dimension.

52 Lexical acquisition – and by extension lexical explanation sequences and word-learning

techniques – was assigned varying levels of importance (Hilton [2019]) over the many

decades  before  videoconferencing  made  inroads  into  language  programs  in  higher

education. Its received importance within the language learning community will most

likely  continue  to  fluctuate  when  videoconferencing  as  we  know  it  evolves  into

something else. In order to examine videoconferencing in its current state, we have

adopted a multimodal approach to take into account the different practices that are

made possible thanks to the range of semiotic resources available. Our finding that the

microphone was the most widely used resource for focusing on the different aspects of

knowing a word and for ensuring learner involvement in the explanation sequences is

perhaps not surprising, since videoconferencing is often thought of as a replacement

for face-to-face spoken interaction and the purpose of the exchange between Lyon and

Dublin was to improve oral skills.

53 This study contributes to a growing body of research that looks into which multimodal

resources are used for which purposes. However, qualitative studies such as this one

leave certain blind spots that deserve to be addressed by further research. One possible

avenue of inquiry would be to implement an experimental protocol with control and

experimental  groups,  predetermined word lists,  and pre- and post-tests  in order to

determine  which  multimodal  practices  are  the  most  effective  in  fostering  lexical

acquisition.  Furthermore,  since  the  present  study  was  unable  to  determine  with

absolute  certainty  which  modes  and  pedagogical  regulations  caught  the  learners’

attention, eye-tracking technology would be useful for examining which strategies are

noticed, and therefore cognitively processed,9 by the learners.
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NOTES

1. Nation [2013: 11] explains that “a word family consists of a head word, its inflected forms and

its closely related derived forms.”

2. During the opening phase of a lexical explanation sequence, the unknown or non-understood

lexical item is identified by the participants as the topic of the sequence. During the core phase,
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the lexical item is explained or given. During the closing phase, the learner’s understanding is

confirmed and/or evaluated.

3. In  our corpus,  approximately 45% of  the lexical  explanation sequences were the result  of

comprehension problems, and approximately 55% were the result of production problems (See

Holt [2018]).

4. This is a slightly derogatory term that means “bourgeois-bohemian” and designates the target

market of a hypothetical food truck business that the learners had to invent.

5. Here, focus on form means focusing on a lexical item’s form as opposed to its meaning or use

(Nation [2013]). We are not referring to Long’s [1991] broader definition of focus on form, which

means isolating linguistic items that incidentally arise from interaction in order to check their

comprehension or explain them. See Ellis [2016] for a review.

6. For example, L’hygiène c’est la propreté (Hygiene it’s cleanliness) includes a dislocation because

the  subject  is  repeated.  While  this  may  seem  odd  or  incorrect  in  English,  dislocations  are

acceptable and common in French.

7. In the left-hand column, we transcribe the speech using the ICOR transcription scheme. The

characters in boldface temporally correspond to the screenshots in the middle column. In the

right-hand column, we describe the phenomena that are illustrated by the screenshots.

8. This second explanation is not transcribed here due to lack of space.

9. See Conklin, Pellicer-Sánchez & Carrol [2018] for an overview of the eye-mind hypothesis.

ABSTRACTS

This  is  a  study  on  lexical  explanation  sequences  that  emerge  naturally  from  online  French

tutoring sessions. From a 15.5-hour corpus of videoconferencing-based pedagogical interaction

between  seven  tutors  in  France  and  twelve  learners  in  Ireland,  we  identified  nearly  three

hundred lexical explanation sequences. These were analyzed using a multimodal approach in

order to determine which resources were used by the tutors to focus on the different aspects of

knowing a word: form, meaning, and usage. In addition, we analyzed the ways in which tutors

fostered the learners’ cognitive and socio-affective involvement in the explanation sequences.

Our descriptive statistics are accompanied by examples that illustrate typical and innovative uses

of the affordances offered by the videoconferencing platform.

Cette  étude  porte  sur  des  séquences  d’explication  lexicale  qui  émergent  naturellement  de

l’interaction pédagogique médiatisée par visioconférence. À partir d’un corpus de quinze heures

et  demie  d’interactions  pédagogiques  entre  sept  apprentis-enseignants  en  France  et  douze

apprenants en Irlande, nous avons repéré près de trois cents séquences d’explication lexicale.

Celles-ci ont été analysées par une approche multimodale afin de déterminer quelles ressources

ont été utilisées par les apprentis-enseignants pour se focaliser sur les différents aspects des

items lexicaux : la forme, le sens, et l’usage. Nous avons aussi analysé les procédés par lesquels les

apprentis-enseignants ont assuré l’implication cognitive et socioaffective des apprenants lors des

séquences  d’explication.  Nos  statistiques  descriptives  sont  accompagnées  d’exemples  qui

illustrent des usages typiques et innovants des affordances de la plateforme de visioconférence.
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